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Conservation of Relative Chromosome Positioning
in Normal and Cancer Cells
pate in recurring translocations have a tendency to be
in close proximity to each other before the translocation
event. We tested this prediction by analyzing the relative
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2 Mathematical and Statistical Laboratory positioning of translocated chromosomes in AT-13 lym-
phoma cells and comparing them to the arrangementDivision of Computational Bioscience
Center for Information Technology of the corresponding intact chromosomes in normal
splenocytes.National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20892 The AT-13 cell line is derived from a T cell lymphoma
in an ATM/ mouse and has been cytogenetically char-
acterized by spectral karyotyping to contain two translo-
cations involving chromosomes 12, 14, and 15 (FigureSummary
1A; [15]). The cell line displays chromosome abnormali-
ties T(12;14), T(Is(15;14);Dp15) and Del(14) [16]. To probeChromosomes exist in the interphase nucleus as indi-
the position of the rearranged chromosomes in in-vidual chromosome territories. It is unclear to what
terphase AT-13 cells, we used chromosome-paintingextent chromosome territories occupy particular posi-
probes specific for chromosomes 12, 14, and 15 to per-tions with respect to each other and how structural
form FISH (Figure 1B). As expected, in the majority ofrearrangements, such as translocations, affect chro-
AT-13 cells double color signals corresponding to chro-mosome organization within the cell nucleus. Here we
mosome translocations 12:14 (henceforth referred to asanalyze the relative interphase positioning of chromo-
T12) and 14:15 (T14) as well as additional single signalssomes in mouse lymphoma cells compared to normal
corresponding to the normal chromosome 12, the del14,splenocytes. We show that in a lymphoma cell line
and two chromosomes 15 were observed (Figure 1B).derived from an ATM/ mouse, two translocated
Fluorescent signals corresponding to T12 and T14 werechromosomes are preferentially positioned in close
frequently in close proximity to each other, whereas theproximity to each other. The relative position of the
other nonrearranged chromosomes were typically somechromosomes involved in these translocations is con-
distance away as distinct territories (Figure 1B). No pref-served in normal splenocytes. Relative positioning of
erential pairing between normal chromosomes was evi-chromosomes in normal splenocytes is not due to their
dent. The preferential proximal association of T12 andrandom distribution in the interphase nucleus and per-
T14 was confirmed with deconvolution microscopy andsists during mitosis. These observations demonstrate
3D reconstruction (Figure 1C).that the relative arrangement of chromosomes in the
To probe the preferential relative position of theseinterphase nucleus can be conserved between normal
chromosomes quantitatively, we used two independentand cancer cells and our data support the notion that
methods of analysis: two-dimensional nearest-neighborphysical proximity facilitates rearrangements between
analysis and direct distance measurements. In the near-chromosomes.
est-neighbor approach, the nearest neighbor of each
painted chromosome in a single nucleus is determined
Results and Discussion by visual inspection (see Experimental Procedures). In
order to ensure correct identification of all painted chro-
Chromatin is packaged in the form of individual chromo- mosomes, we only quantitated cells exhibiting the cor-
some territories in the interphase nucleus of plant and rect number of normal painted chromosomes. In 44%
animal cells [1, 2]. Increasing evidence indicates that of AT-13 cells, T14 was the nearest neighbor of T12
the arrangement of chromosomes within the cell nucleus (Figure 1D). Conversely, T12 was the nearest neighbor
is not random [1–4]. Centromeres and specific gene loci of T14 in 50% of cells (Figure 1D). Whenever the two
undergo large-scale reorganizations during differentia- translocated chromosomes were nearest neighbors, the
tion, suggesting a correlation between chromosome to- signals usually touched (Figures 1B and 1C). As an inter-
pology and execution of specific gene expression pro- nal control, none of the other chromosomes were the
grams [5–7]. In interphase nuclei of mammalian and nearest neighbor to either of the translocated chromo-
chicken cells, chromosomes are positioned nonran- somes more than 20% of the time, and they were not
domly relative to the nuclear periphery according to the nearest neighbor to each other more than 18% of
gene density or size [8–13]. The nonrandom positioning the time (Figure 1D).
of chromosomes in the interphase nucleus has implica- As an independent and complimentary approach, the
tions for the formation of chromosome translocations relationship among chromosomes was analyzed with
[14]. If chromosomes occupy preferential relative posi- direct distance measurements between the centers of
tions, chromosomes that are in close proximity to each mass of chromosome territories (Figure 1F). The median
other are likely to have a higher chance of forming trans- distance between T12 and T14 was approximately 25%
locations than distally located chromosomes [14]. A pre- of the nuclear diameter. In contrast, the median distance
diction from this model is that chromosomes that partici- of any other chromosome pair was between 39% and
48%. These observed frequencies of chromosome
association detected by either the nearest-neighbor3 Correspondence: mistelit@mail.nih.gov
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Figure 1. Pairing of Two Translocated Chro-
mosomes in Mouse Lynphoma Cells
(A) Metaphase spread of an AT-13 cell show-
ing one normal chromosome 12 (yellow), two
normal chromosomes 15 (red), one del(14)
(green; D14), one T(12;14) (T12), and one
T(14;15) (T14). DAPI counterstaining is in blue.
(B) An AT-13 interphase cell nucleus analyzed
by FISH with WCP 12 (red), 14 (blue), and 15
(green). In single focal planes by wide-field
microscopy, chromosome translocations
12:14 (T12) and 14:15 (T14) are visible as dou-
ble color red-blue and blue-green signals, re-
spectively. The two translocated chromo-
somes are frequently positioned in close
proximity (arrow). The scale bar represents
2 m.
(C) 3D reconstruction of an AT-13 interphase
cell nucleus showing the proximal associa-
tion between T12 and T14.
(D) Histograms of nearest neighbors. T12 and
T14 frequently form a proximal pair.
(E) Statistical analysis of nearest-neighbor
data. The observed frequencies of chromo-
some pairing were compared to expected
values (solid lines)  standard deviation
(dashed line) by Chi-square analysis of con-
tingency tables. Expected values were calcu-
lated under the assumption that chromo-
somes paired randomly.
(F) Interchromosome distance measure-
ments for chromosomes 12, 14, T12, and T14.
The median distance is indicated with a solid
line and is significantly lower for T12-T14 than
for any other chromosome pair. Each symbol
represents a single chromosome pair.
(G) Statistical analysis of interchromosome
distance measurements. The observed fre-
quencies of chromosome pairing were com-
pared to expected values (solid lines) stan-
dard deviation (dashed line) by Chi-square
analysis of contingency tables. Random pair-
ing of chromosomes was assumed for the
calculation of expected values.
method or distance measurements were independent of chromosome type. The frequency of proximal associ-
ation between T12 and T14 was significantly above theof the fixation method used and were not due to nuclear-
architecture distortion due to fixation because similar value expected for random placement of chromosomes
in the nucleus in both data sets (Figures 1E and 1G).chromosome associations were observed in cells fixed
with methanol:acetic acid or 4% paraformaldehyde (our The preferential pairing of T12 with T14 was the most
significant contributor to the deviation from the ex-unpublished data).
To test whether the apparent proximity of T12-T14 pected value (p  7  104 for nearest-neighbor analy-
sis; p 3.0 107 for distance measurements). All otherwas merely a chance phenomenon or whether pairing
was due to nonrandom positioning within the nuclear possible pairings of visualized chromosomes were near
or below the expected frequencies for a random distri-space, we performed statistical analysis by using contin-
gency table analysis [17] (Figures 1E and 1G; Tables S1 bution (Figures 1E and 1G). Simulations of chromosome
distributions indicated that the somewhat larger vol-and S2 in the Supplementary Material available with
this article online). For nearest-neighbor analysis, two umes of T12 and T14 could not account for their prefer-
ential pairing (our unpublished data). Taken together,chromosomes were defined as a proximal pair if more
than 25% of their boundaries were within 1 m, which these observations demonstrate that in AT-13 cells the
two translocated chromosomes are nonrandomly posi-corresponds roughly to half a chromosome width. For
distance measurements, a proximal pair was defined as tioned in close proximity to each other within the in-
terphase nucleus.two chromosomes whose centers of mass were sepa-
rated by less than 30% of the nuclear diameter. For both Physical proximity has been suggested to facilitate
chromosome translocations by favoring exchanges be-analyses we tested the null hypothesis that proximal-
pair formation was random and occurred independently tween proximal chromosomes compared to distally lo-
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Figure 2. A Chromosome 12, 14, 15 Cluster
in Normal Cells
Normal mouse splenocyte nuclei were ana-
lyzed by FISH with WCP 12 (red), 14 (blue),
and 15 (green). In single focal planes by wide-
field microscopy, this subset of chromo-
somes forms a triplet cluster (arrows) in in-
terphase of (A, B) diploid and (C) two clusters
in tetraploid cells. The scale bar represents 2
m. (D, E) Chi-square analysis of contingency
tables was used for comparing the frequen-
cies of 12-14-15 cluster formation versus all
other kinds of triplets of visualized chromo-
somes. (D) Nearest-neighbor analysis. (E) In-
terchromosome distance measurements.
The 12-14-15 cluster is significantly more fre-
quent than any other triplet combination of
this subset of chromosomes. (F, G) Chi-
square analysis of contingency tables was
used for comparing frequencies of 12-14-15
cluster formation versus 1-12-14, 1-12-15,
1-14-15 clusters. (F) Nearest-neighbor analy-
sis. (G) Interchromosome distance measure-
ments. The 12-14-15 cluster is significantly
more frequent than any cluster containing
chromosome 1.
cated ones [14]. Therefore, chromosomes involved in the number expected if these three chromosomes were
randomly arranged in the nucleus. For nearest-neighborthe translocations in AT-13 cells might be preferentially
positioned in close proximity to each other in corre- analysis, a chromosome cluster was defined as a chro-
mosome triplet in which all chromosome pairs weresponding normal cells. To test this prediction, we ana-
lyzed the topological distribution of chromosomes 12, proximal (see Experimental Procedures). Correspond-
ingly, for distance measurements, a cluster was defined14, and 15 in normal mouse splenocytes (Figure 2). Triple
color painting of splenocytes showed that chromo- as a triplet of three chromosomes all within a distance
not larger than 30% of the nuclear diameter. This analy-somes 12, 14, and 15 frequently formed a closely packed
triplet cluster (Figures 2A and 2B). Typically, a single sis confirmed our observation that in normal spleno-
cytes 12-14-15 triplet clusters were significantly more12-14-15 triplet cluster was observed in interphase nu-
clei, with the second copy of each chromosome a dis- frequent than any other triplet combination of these
three chromosomes (Figure 2D, p 3.5 105 for near-tance away (Figures 2A and 2B). Similar observations
were made in mouse lymphocytes, fibroblasts, NIH 3T3, est-neighbor analysis; Figure 2E, p  4.7  103 for
distance measurements; Table S5 in the Supplementaryand P19 mouse embryonic stem cells (our unpublished
data). Material).
To test the specificity of the 12-14-15 cluster, weTo determine whether the 12-14-15 triplet clusters
occurred more frequently than any other combination probed how frequently a chromosome that is not in-
volved in the T12 or T14 translocations can be found inof triplet clusters that could form from this subset of
chromosomes, we statistically analyzed nearest-neigh- a cluster with chromosomes that do participate in the
translocations. To this end, we performed FISH analysisbor data and distance measurements by using contin-
gency table analysis (Figures 2D and 2E; Tables S3–S5 to detect chromosome 1, which is not involved in re-
arrangements, in various combinations with two of thein the Supplementary Material). In this analysis we com-
pared the frequency of observed 12-14-15 clusters to three chromosomes involved in the translocations. Con-
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tingency table analysis of nearest-neighbor data and
distance measurements confirmed that clusters con-
taining chromosome 1 (1-12-14, 1-12-15, and 1-14-15)
do not form more frequently than would be expected
for a random distribution (Figures 2F and 2G; p  8.5 
107 for nearest neighbor analysis, p  2.5  102 for
distance measurements; Table S6 in the Supplementary
Material). Furthermore, the percentage of cells con-
taining a 12-14-15 cluster was approximately 50%,
whereas clusters containing chromosome 1 (1-12-14,
1-12-15, and 1-14-15) were typically found in only about
20% of cells (Table S9 in the Supplementary Material),
further supporting the specificity of the 12-14-15 cluster.
Additional qualitative evidence for the existence of the
12-14-15 cluster in normal cells came from the observa-
tion of polyploid cells, for which we reproducibly ob-
served two or three 12-14-15 clusters (Figure 2C).
Although the statistical analysis strongly suggested
nonrandom clustering of chromosomes 12, 14, and 15,
we analyzed the distribution of three randomly selected
chromosomes (1, 4, and 19) to experimentally demon-
strate that not any three chromosomes form a triplet
cluster in normal splenocytes (Figure 3). No evidence
for cluster formation among these chromosomes was
found by qualitative inspection or quantitative proximal
pair or triplet analyses of nearest-neighbor data (Figures
3A, 3C, and 3D; p 0.57 for pairing, p 0.75 for triplets;
Tables S7 and S8 in the Supplementary Material). Simi-
larly, no evidence for triplet cluster formation among
chromosomes 1, 4, and 19 was found in AT-13 cells
(Figures 3B, 3E, and 3F; p  0.73; Tables S7 and S8 in
the Supplementary Material). Note that the sizes of the Figure 3. Control for Cluster Formation
control chromosomes 1 and 4 roughly correspond to the (A) Normal mouse splenocytes and (B) AT-13 cells were analyzed
sizes of T12 and T14, demonstrating that the observed by FISH with WCP 1 (red), 4 (blue), and 19 (green). This analysis
detected no particular pattern of distribution of these chromosomesproximal association of T12 and T14 was not due to their
in single focal planes by wide-field microscopy. (C) Statistical analy-larger volume compared to their normal counterparts.
sis of pairing for chromosomes 1, 4, and 19 in normal splenocytes.Taken together, these data demonstrate that the three
Chi-square analysis of contingency tables was used for comparing
chromosomes, which contribute genetic material to the the observed frequencies of chromosome pairing to expected val-
two paired translocated chromosomes in AT-13 cells, ues (solid lines) standard deviation (dashed line). Random pairing
form a triplet cluster in corresponding normal spleno- of chromosomes was assumed for the calculation of expected val-
ues. (D) Statistical analysis of cluster formation of 1, 4, and 19 incytes. This finding indicates that the relative positions
normal splenocytes. There was no significant difference betweenof these chromosomes are conserved between normal
the chromosome triplet 1-4-19 formation and all other possible trip-and AT-13 lymphoma cells.
lets of visualized chromosomes. (E) Statistical analysis of pairing of
Previous studies have reported preferential relative chromosomes 1, 4, and 19 in AT-13 cells. No preferential pairing
positioning of chromosomes during mitosis ([18–20], but among these chromosomes was detected. (F) Statistical analysis
see [21]). To test whether the spatial arrangement of of triplet formation of 1, 4, and 19 in AT-13 cells. No evidence for
cluster formation among these chromosomes was detected. Thechromosomes in interphase AT-13 and normal mouse
observed frequencies of chromosome pairing and cluster formationcells was also maintained during mitosis, we performed
were compared to expected values (solid lines) standard deviationFISH and nearest-neighbor analysis on both types of
(dashed line).
cells arrested in M-phase. In mitotic AT-13 cells, T12
and T14 had a significant tendency to be proximally
cells. This observation suggests conservation of thepositioned (p  6  1012; Figure 4A; Tables S1 and
spatial arrangement of chromosomes relative to eachS3 in the Supplementary Material). Similarly, in mitotic
other between normal and lymphoma cells. The conser-normal splenocytes a strong tendency for chromosomes
vation of relative chromosome positioning is consistent12, 14, and 15 to form a triplet cluster was found (p 6
with the notion that translocations most likely occur105; Figure 4B; Supplementary Material). We conclude
between genome regions, which are in close proximitythat the preferential relative chromosome positioning in
in normal cells [14]. Our results extend to the level oflymphoma cells and normal splenocytes is conserved
chromosomes those of Nikiforova et al., who have dem-during mitosis.
onstrated that translocations between two gene loci,We report here that in a mouse lymphoma cell line two
RET and H4, on the same chromosome are facilitatedtranslocated chromosomes preferentially form a pair.
by their juxtaposition in nuclear space despite their lo-Importantly, the chromosomes involved in these translo-
cations form a spatial cluster in corresponding normal calization of more than 30 Mb apart [22]. Our results
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Figure 4. Maintenance of Relative Position-
ing of Chromosomes in Mitotic AT-13 Cells
and Normal Splenocytes
(A) Statistical analysis of pair formation of T12
and T14 in mitotic AT-13 cells. T12 and T14
were significantly more likely to form a proxi-
mal pair than any other two visualized chro-
mosomes in metaphase AT-13 cells. The ob-
served values were compared to expected
values (solid lines)  standard deviation
(dashed line).
(B) Statistical analysis of triplet cluster forma-
tion of chromosomes 12, 14, and 15 in normal
mitotic splenocytes. Chromosomes 12, 14,
and 15 were significantly more likely to form
a cluster than any other combination of these
three chromosomes.
camera were analyzed. All quantitations were performed on maxi-also extend to the level of chromosome territories the
mum projections of 10 unprocessed images without thresholdingnotion that proximity matters in determining transloca-
of focal planes covering the entire nuclear volume. For distancetion partners [23–24]. In the case of AT-13 cells, it can
analysis, the perimeter of each cell as well as each chromosome
be envisaged that translocations among chromosomes were drawn on the maximum projection, and the center of mass was
12, 14, and 15 are facilitated by their close spatial prox- determined with Metamorph software. Collation of these regions of
interest with their corresponding regions through the focal planesimity in a cluster in normal splenocytes. This scenario
verified that the regions were representative of the entire chromo-is supported by the high incidence of translocations
some. The mean cell radii, the chromosome center of mass, andinvolving combinations of these chromosomes in sev-
the interchromosome distances between any two centers of masseral T cell lymphoma cell lines from ATM/ mice [16].
of all painted chromosomes in a nucleus were computed with Meta-
Interestingly, only one homolog of each chromosome morph software. A proximal chromosome pair was defined as two
appeared to be incorporated into a cluster, suggesting chromosomes separated by less than 30% of the nuclear diameter.
For nearest-neighbor analysis, the nearest neighboring chromo-that relative chromosome patterns exist for each diploid,
some was recorded for each chromosome, and it was determinedrather than haploid, set of chromosomes. Although it
whether the pairing was proximal or distal. Chromosomes wereremains to be determined whether chromosome posi-
defined as proximal if more than 25% of their shared boundariestioning occurs in all cell types and to what extent the
were within 1 m, which corresponds roughly to half a chromosome
spatial arrangement of chromosomes is conserved width. Two chromosomes sharing a shorter boundary or located
among different cell types, tissue-specific variations in more than 1 m apart were defined as distal. A cluster was defined
as a triplet for which all chromosome pairs were proximal as definedchromosome arrangements might contribute to the ob-
above.served prevalence of particular chromosome transloca-
tion in a tissue-specific manner [25, 26].
Supplementary MaterialAlthough we observed preferential positioning of
Additional Experimental Procedures as well as nine supplementarychromosomes relative to each other, the observed pat-
tables are available with this article online at http://images.cellpress.
terns are not absolute and were typically observed in com/supmat/supmatin.htm.
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